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WHAT YOU’LL NEED 
• ½ metre of printed fabric 
• ½ metre of plain fabric (for lining)
• ½ metre of interfacing 

INSTRUCTIONS
Step 1. Centralise and press down the interfacing onto the underside  
of the lining fabric.

Step 2. Align the main to the lining piece, right sides facing.  
Stitch around the perimeter of the hexagon using a 1cm seam allowance 
and leave a gap of 5cm along one side for turning. Clip the seam allowance 
at the corners to reduce bulk and turn the fabric out through the gap. Poke 
out all the corners and press the edges down.

Step 3. Apply edge stitching along the edge of the hexagon piece at 2mm 
seam allowance, enclosing the gap as you sew.

Step 4. Mark 5cm inwards from the edge of the fabric, forming a smaller 
hexagon shape. Stitch along this marked line.

Step 5. Fold the corners together until it forms a triangle and secure the top 
edges with a few stitches going back and forth, and secure with a knot.
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ORH-LENG DRAWSTRING BAG
Materials-
Printed (for outer layer) fabric (1/2 yard)
Lining (for inner layer) fabric (1/2 yard)
Hard Interfacing (1/2 yard)

Pattern pieces:
1 Rectangular piece (Measuring
1 Circular piece
1 Strap

Cut according to the following quantity-
Rectangular piece: 
1 X Printed Fabric 
1 X Lining Fabric

Circular piece: 
1 X Printed Fabric 
1 X Lining Fabric
1 X Interfacing
*Interface the circular lining piece only.

Strap:
1 X Printed Fabric

Sewing Sequence:
 
1. Press down the interfacing onto the wrong side of  the lining fabric.

2. Sew the shorter edge of  the printed rectangular piece to the other long edge of  the 
same piece, (printed sides facing) at 1cm seam allowance, forming a tubular shape. 

3. Clip small slits/notches (inwards by 0.5cm) on the bottom edge of  the sewn rectan-
gular piece at: the point opposite the seam, and at the 2 mid-points. Clip small 
slits/notches  (inwards by 0.5cm) strategically at the following positions on the circular 
piece, based on the clock numbers 12, 3, 6 & 9, or North, South, East, West. 

4. Repeat the same for the lining rectangular piece and lining circular base.

5. For the outer layer: Turn printed sides inwards of  rectangular piece, and pin the 
printed base to the printed base (right sides facing) at the 4 notches, and pin more if  
necessary. Sew the bottom edge of  the rectangular piece to the circular base at 1cm 
seam allowance.

6. Slot sewn piece from step 4 into sewn rectangular lining layer (wrong sides facing). 
Pin down to circular printed base and sew at 1cm seam allowance.

7. Now pin and sew the lining circular base to printed circular base from sewn piece 
from step 5 at 1cm seam allowance, however leaving a gap of  5cm (for turning the bag 
inside out) unsewn.
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FABRIC TRAY PATTERN

The information on this project sheet is presented in good faith, but no warranty  
is given, nor results guaranteed. Quantities and selections may vary at each store.  

Copyright Spotlight 2018.


